MR. JACKOB YONKIE

When Mr. Jacob Yonkie was enrolled in the CWT- Transitional Work (TW) program he was assigned to the A/C shop (ENG Service), under the supervision of Mr. Josh Martin. At the end of the TW placement the A/C hired him for full-time federal employment. He now receives follow-along support from the CWT- Supported Employment (SE) Program as he maintains amazing success in his job and other areas of his life.

Jacob Yonkie, Central Arkansas Veterans Health System Engineering Service air conditioning mechanic, assembles a negative isolation room system March 20. Negative pressure rooms, or isolation rooms are required by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to protect the public from the spread of the disease. Patients immediately confined to negative pressure/isolation rooms usually have illnesses or coughing conditions that may pose a risk to hospital staff and other patients.

Congratulations Mr. Yonkie and thank you for your important contribution to our care at this critical time!

Sabrina Floyd, M.S., North Little Rock CWT Manager